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Is the Bible true?
Luke 1:1-4



Amazing Claim
Bible is Written by God

‘All Scripture is breathed out by God and 

profitable for teaching, for reproof, for 

correction, and for training in 

righteousness..’

2 Timothy 3:16



implications
Bible is Inerrant



implications
Bible is infallible



implications
Bible is Sufficient



implications
Bible is Authoritative



implications
Bible is Transformative



60 Ad

When was Luke Written?

Luke was companion of Paul 



Who was Luke Written to?
Theophilus ‘loved by God’

Important gentile Believer



why was Luke Written?
‘that you may have certainty’

We believe because it is true



What was luke writing?
‘a narrative’

2.supernatural1. history



What was luke writing?
‘things that have been accomplished 

1. Actions accomplished by jesus

2. Prophecy fulfilled by Jesus



how do we know its true?

‘eyewitness testimony’
1. Many witnesses

2. ‘from the beginning’

3. ‘Ministers of the word’

4. Martyrs



how do we know its true?

‘delivered to us ’
1. Many Manuscripts

2. Early Manuscripts

3. Consistent manuscripts 

4. Corroborated Manuscripts



how do we know its true?
‘followed all things closely ’

1. Specific details 

2. Irrelevant details 

3. Counterproductive details

4. Embarrassing details



how do we know its true?
‘Orderly account’

1. Orthodox

2. Apostolic

3. Accepted

4. Early  (before 100 AD)



‘If he [Bible critic] tells me that something in a Gospel is 

legend or romance, I want to know how many legends 

and romances he has read, how well his palate is trained 

in detecting them by their flavor, not how many years he 

has spent on that Gospel. I have been reading poems, 

romances, vision-literature, legends, myths all my life. I 

know what they are like. I know that not one of them are 

like this .. there are only two possible views; either this is 

reportage, or else, some unknown ancient writer without 

known predecessors or successors suddenly anticipated 

the whole technique of modernistic, novelistic, realistic 

narrative, The reader who doesn't see this simply has not 

learned to read.’

(CS LEWIS)



Objective Proof 
Written over 1,000’s of years, Over 40 different authors, Not one 
error, 100’s of prophecies fulfilled, Many died….   

Subjective Proof 
billions have believed, It has changed our lives, It is only truth 
that ‘works’ 


